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Abstract

In this paper, we show some results involving classical geometric concepts. For example, we characterize
rotundity and Efimov-Stechkin property by mean of faces of the unit ball. Also, we prove that every almost
locally uniformly rotund Banach space is locally uniformly rotund if its norm is Frechet differentiable.
Finally, we also provide some theorems in which we characterize the (strongly) exposed points of the
unit ball using renormings.

2000 Mathematics subject classification: primary 46B20.

1. Introduction

For a subset C of a bounded closed convex subset H of a T2 topological vector space

X, it is well known that C is

(i) a face of H if it is closed convex and for every x, y e H and every a € (0, 1)

such that ax + (1 - a)y e C, then x, y € C;

(ii) an exposed face of H if there exists / in X* such that C = {x e H : f(x) =

(iii) a strongly exposed face of H if there exists / in X* satisfying C = [x e H :

f(x) = sup(/( / /))} and for every open subset U of H with C c (/, there exists S > 0

such that slc(//, / , S) c U (where slc(tf, f,S) = {he H : f(h) > sup( / ( / / ) ) - 8}

is the slice of H determined by / and 8).

If c is an element of H, then c is

(i) an extreme point (EXT) of H if [c] is a face of H\
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(ii) an exposed point (EXP) of H if {c} is an exposed face of H;
(iii) a strongly exposed point (SEXP) of H if [c] is a strongly exposed face of H.

It is not difficult to check that c is

(i) an EXT of H if and only if H\{c] is convex;
(ii) an EXP of H if and only if there exists / in X* satisfying f(y) < f(c) for

every y e H\{c}\
(iii) an SEXP of H if and only if there exists / in X* such that for every sequence

(yn)neN in H with ( / (%))B e N convergent to sup(//), (yn)nen converges to c.

It is well known (see [2-4]) that a point* of the unit sphere of a Banach space X is

(i) a rotund point (R) of B* if every y in Sx, such that IK* + y)/2\\ = 1, satisfies
x = y;

(ii) a midpoint locally uniformly rotund point (MLUR) of Bx if for every pair of
sequences (*n)neN and (yn)neH in S* such that ((*„ + yn)/2)neN converges to x, both
(xn)neN and ( j J n € N converge to *;

(iii) an SEXP of B* if it is an SEXP of Bx for the vector topology given by the
norm of X;

(iv) an almost locally uniformly rotund point (ALUR) of Bx if for every pair of
sequences (*„)„<=* in S x and (fm)meN in S x . such that limm(limn(/m((*n+*)/2))) = 1,
(xn)neN converges t o* ;

(v) a locally uniformly rotund point (LUR) of Bx if every sequence (yn)neH in S*

such that (||(* + yn)/2\\)n€N converges to 1, converges to *.

Here we have the following diagram of implications:

R = •

ALUR =>

EXP = •

ft
SEXP =>•

EXT

ft
MLUR.LUR =

It is said that a Banach space is respectively R, MLUR, SEXP, ALUR or LUR if
every point of its unit sphere is an R, MLUR, SEXP, ALUR or LUR point of its unit
ball.

It is well known (see [5, Chapter 5.3]) that a point * of the unit sphere of a Banach
space X is

(i) a smooth point of Bx if every sequence (/„)„<=* in S*- such that (/„(*))„<=*
converges to 1, verifies that (fn)nen is co*-convergent;

(ii) a strongly smooth point of B* if every sequence (/n)n e N in S x . such that
(/n(*))n€N converges to 1, verifies that (/n)n€N is convergent.

It can be checked that

(i) * is a smooth point of Bx if and only if the norm of X is Gateaux differentiable
at*;
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(ii) * is a strongly smooth point of Bx if and only if the norm of X is Frechet
differentiable at x.

It is said that a Banach space is (strongly) smooth if every point of its unit sphere
is a (strongly) smooth point of its unit ball.

2. Rotundity and smoothness

REMARK 2.1. Let X be a Banach space. We say that

(i) X is strongly rotund if for every sequence (xn)n(=N in Sx and for every / in S*.
such that (/Cxn))neN converges to 1, (xn)n€N is convergent (see [5, pages 467^72]);

(ii) X has the Efimov-Stechkin property if for every sequence (jcn)neN in S* and
for every / in S*< such that (f(xn))aeN converges to 1, (xn)neN has a convergent
subsequence (see [5, pages 478^79]);

(iii) X is almost-rotund if all closed convex subsets of Sx are compact [1].

Ivan Singer proved in 1964 (see [6]) the following:

(a) A Banach space is strongly rotund if and only if it has the Efimov-Stechkin
property and is rotund.
(b) A Banach space has the Efimov-Stechkin property if and only if it is reflexive

and has the Radon-Riesz property.

THEOREM 2.2. Let X be a Banach space. The following assertions are equiva-
lent:

(i) X has the Efimov-Stechkin property.
(ii) X is reflexive, almost-rotund and every exposed face of Bx is a strongly

exposed face ofBx.

PROOF. Assume that (i) holds. It is easy to see that X is reflexive and almost-rotund.
Let C be an exposed face of B x . Let / 6 Sx. be such that C = /" ' ({I}) D Bx. Let U
be an open subset of B* such that C c [/. Suppose that there does not exist S > 0 such
that slc(Bx, / , S) c U. Then, for every n € N, there exists xn e slc(Bx, / , l/n)\U.
It is clear that the sequence (f(xn))n€N converges to 1. Therefore, (xn)n6fi has a
convergent subsequence to some element of C. However, the last assertion is in
contradiction with the fact that xn £ U for every n e N.

Assume that (ii) holds. Let g e Sx. and let (xn)n€N be a sequence in S* such
that (g(xn))nen converges to 1. Since g~'({l}) D Bx is an exposed face of BXy there
exists a functional / in Sx. that characterizes it as a strongly exposed face of B*.
Check that (f(xn))n€N converges to 1. Since X is reflexive, we can suppose, without
loss of generality, that (xn)neN (w-converges to some element in £"'({!}) D Bx. Since
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£~'({1}) H Bx = /" ' ({I}) n B x , we deduce that (f(xn))nen converges to 1. Now we
will make a subsequence (xnk)k€N of (xn)n€n such that

dist({;c, : * € N}t / " ' ( { I } ) n Bx) = 0.

For every t e N , let Uk be an open subset of Bx such that /" ' ({I}) n Bx c Uk and
dist({M},/~'({l})nBx) < 1/Jtforeveryw e £/*. For every/: € N, let Sk be a positive
real number such that slc(Bx, / , Sk) c Uk. For every k e N, let nk be a natural number
such that nk > n*_i and*,,, e slc(Bx, f,8k). Thecompacity of /" ' ({I}) D Bx allows
us to deduce the result. •

COROLLARY 2.3. Le/ X be a Banach space. The following assertions are equiva-
lent:

(i) X is strongly rotund.
(ii) X is reflexive and strongly exposed.

THEOREM 2.4. Let X be a Banach space and let x € S*. The following assertions

are equivalent:

(i) xis a rotund point ofBx.

(ii) For every y e Sx\{x}, linw>+ ((II* + ty\\ - \\x\\)/t) < 1.

PROOF. Assume that (i) holds. Let y € Sx\{x). Then ||(JC + y)/2\\ < 1, therefore

I I * + l y l l - 1 1 * 1 1 <

1

Since the mapping

R\{0} — • R

n—> (||* + o>|| - 11*11)/̂

is increasing, we deduce that (ii) holds.
Assume that (ii) holds. Lety € Sx be such that ||(;c + y)/2| | = 1. Take a functional

/ € Sx. such that {JC, y} c /~'({1}) D Bx. For every t > 0, we have

f (x + tv) — f(x) l lx+ fvll — IIJCII

Therefore, if we suppose that y ^ x, then

Urn

which is a contradiction. D
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THEOREM 2.5. Let X be a Banach space. The following assertions are equiva-
lent:

(i) X is rotund.
(ii) If C is a closed convex subset ofSx such that BX\C is convex, then C is a face

ofBx.

PROOF. It is clear that (i) implies (ii). Assume that (ii) holds and X is not rotund.
There exists a proper face D of Bx with diam(D) > 0. Let / e Sx. be such
that / (D) n (0, oo) ^ 0 and f(D) n (-oo, 0) ^ 0 . Consider the set C = D D
/~'([0, oo)). It is clear that C is closed and convex.

We check that C is not a face of Bx. Fix c in C and d in D with /(c) > 0 and
f{d) < 0. Since

Hm (L-l(-f(d))\ = o,

there exists t e (0, 1) such that ((1 - t)/t)(-f(d)) < f{c). We deduce that f(tc +
(1 — t)d) > 0. Therefore, C is not a face of Bx.

Next we check that BX\C is convex. Let x and y be in Bx\C. Suppose that there
exists / e (0, 1) such that tx + (1 — t)y is in C. Since D is a face of Bx, we deduce
that A: and y are both in D. Since * and y are not in C, we obtain that f{x) < 0
and f{y) < 0. Therefore, f(tx + (1 - r)>>) < 0, a contradiction with the fact that
tx + (1 - 0> is in C. •

LEMMA 2.6. Z^/ X be a Banach space. Let (xn)n£n and (yn)n£u be sequences in Bx

such that (\\(xn + 3'«)/2||)neN converges to 1. For every n e M, let kn be in [0, 1].
Then the sequence (\\ynxn + (1 — ^n)yn\\)neN is convergent to 1.

PROOF. We assume, without loss of generality, that (A.n)neN is convergent to some
k in [0, 1]. It will be enough to prove that the sequence (\\kxn + (1 — ^)y«ll)n€N is
convergent to 1. Assume that A, is in [0, 1/2]. If A. is in [1/2, 1], then we can reason
similarly. For every n e N, set z" = kxn + (1 — k)yn. Then

1 1 ( 1
2Xn + 2

1 -2k 1
-xn2-2k " ' 2-2k

- 2-2k 2-2k
Therefore, the sequence

neN
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converges to 1. So, the sequence (||z"||)neN converges to 1. •

THEOREM 2.7. Let X be a Banach space and let x e Sx- The following assertions
are equivalent:

(i) x is a locally uniformly rotund point of Bx.
(ii) If (Cn)neN is a sequence of convex subsets of Bx such that the sequence

(dist({0), Cn))n€M converges to 1, and x is a diametral point of Cnfor every n € N,
then the sequence (diam(Cn))neN converges to 0.

PROOF. Assume that (i) holds. Let (CB)neN be a sequence of convex subsets of Bx

such that the sequence (dist({0), Cn))n€N converges to 1 and, for every n e N, x is a
diametral point of Cn. Since, for every n € N, diam(C) = sup({||jc — c\\ : c € C}) ,
there exists yn € Cn such that diam(Cn) < ||JC — yn\\ + l/n. Since (x + yn)/2 is in Cn,
we deduce that

dist({0}, C J < < 1.

Since x is a locally uniformly rotund point of Bx, we obtain that (diam(Cn))n£M
converges to 0.

Assume that (ii) holds. Let (yn)neN be a sequence in Sx such that the sequence
(\\(x+yn)/2\\)neN converges to 1. Foreveryw € N, let Cn be the segment of extremes^
and x. It is clear that x is a diametral point of Cn. In addition, according to Lemma 2.6,
it is not difficult to see that (dist({0}, Cn))n£N converges to 1. Therefore, the sequence
(diam(Cn))neN converges to 0. In consequence, (yn)neN converges to x. D

REMARK 2.8. It is known that a Banach space is uniformly rotund (see [5, pages 441-
459]) if and only if for every pair of sequences (xn)neN and (yn)n(EN in Sx such that
(IK** + %)/2| | ) n e N converges to 1, (*„ - yn)nen converges to 0. It is also well
known (see [5, page 460]) that every uniformly rotund Banach space is a locally
uniformly rotund Banach space. Moreover, this implication is not an equivalence (see
[5, pages 462-163]).

A little modification of proof of Theorem 2.7 yields the equivalence of these
assertions for a Banach space X:

(a) X is uniformly rotund.
(b) If (OngN is a sequence of convex subsets of Bx such that the sequence

(dist({0), Cn))n€N converges to 1, then the sequence (diam(Cn))„«=* converges to 0.

REMARK 2.9. Recently, Bandyopadhyay and Lin [3] proved the following equiva-
lences for a point x of the unit sphere of a Banach space X:
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(i) A: is a rotund point of Bx if and only if it is an exposed point of Bx for each
/ eSx- such tha t / (x ) = 1.

(ii) A; is an almost locally uniformly rotund point of Bx if and only if it is a strongly
exposed point of Bx for each / e Sx> such that f(x) = 1.

According to these results, it is clear that

(i) if x is an exposed point and a smooth point of B x , then it is a rotund point

(ii) if x is a strongly exposed point and a smooth point of Bx , then it is an almost
locally uniformly rotund point of Bx.

THEOREM 2.10. Let X be a Banach space and letx € S x . Ifx is a strongly exposed
point of Bx and a strongly smooth point of Bx, then it is a locally uniformly rotund
point of Bx.

PROOF. Let (yn)n€N be a sequence in Sx such that (\\(x + yn)/2\\)n£N converges
to 1. Take the functional / in Sx> that characterizes x as a strongly exposed point of
Bx. For every n s N, let /„ in Sx« be such that

+ yn

Since (/„((* + yn)/2))neN converges to 1, we assume, without loss of generality,
that the sequences (fn(yn))neN and (fn(x))n€n are both convergent to 1. Since x is a
strongly smooth point of Bx, we deduce that (fn)ne^ converges to / . For every n e N,
we have that

|l - f(yn)\ < |l - fn(yn)\ + \fn(yn) + f(yn)\ < |l - fM\ + II/„ - / II .

Therefore, (f(yn))nen converges to 1. Since JC is a strongly exposed point of Bx, we
deduce that the sequence (yn)n€N converges to x. •

COROLLARY 2.11. Let X be a Banach space. Then X is locally uniformly rotund if

it is almost locally uniformly rotund and its norm is Frechet differentiable in Sx.

3. Renormings

REMARK 3.1. Let X be a Banach space. Let / be a norm-attaining functional
of Sx-. The mapping || • ||0 : X —> R, defined for every y in X by the formula

1 .
(1) ||y||o = —-j=\J ||y||2 + I/OOP

is an equivalent norm on X such that (where Xo denotes the space X with the norm

II • llo)
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(0 B*CBXo

(ii) S*o n Sx = C U - C , where C = /"'({I}) n Bx;
(Hi) / i s i n S x j .

THEOREM 3.2. Let X be a Banach space. Let C be a nonempty subset ofSx. The

following statements are equivalent:

(i) C is an exposed face ofBx.

(ii) There exists an equivalent norm || • ||0 on X such that Bx ^ BXo C \ /2B x ,
Sx0 H S x = C U — C, and C w a maximal face ofBXo, where Xo denotes the space X
with the norm || • ||0.

PROOF. It is an easy exercise to see that (ij) implies (i). Assume that (i) holds. Let
/ € Sx> be the functional that characterizes C as an exposed face of Bx. Consider
the equivalent norm on X given by (1). We know that Bx c Bx0 c V2Bx and
Sx0

 n Sx = C U - C . We see that C is a maximal face of Bx0. Let D be a face of BXo

such that C c D and consider an element d in D\C. Since \\d\\0 = 1, we have that
IMP + \f(d)\2 = 2, therefore \\d\\ + \f(d)\ < 2. Since \\d\\ > 1 (because d is not in
C U - C ) , we deduce that \f(d)\ < 1. Therefore, ||d|| + \f(d)\ < 2. Let c be in C.
Let us see that ||(c + d)/2\\0 < 1, which is a contradiction. We have that

c + d

So the proof is concluded. •
COROLLARY 3.3. Let X be a Banach space and let x € Sx. The following state-

ments are equivalent:

(i) x is an exposed point ofBx.
(ii) There exists an equivalent norm || • ||0 on X such that Bx c Bx0 9 \/2Bx,

Sx0 H Sx = {JC, —J:}, and J: is a rotund point ofBXo, where Xo denotes the space X
with the norm || • ||0.

THEOREM 3.4. Let X be a Banach space and let x € S*. The following statements
are equivalent:
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(i) x is a strongly exposed point of Bx.

(ii) There exists an equivalent norm || • ||0 on X such that Bx C Bx0 C \/2Bx,
Sx0 H Sx = {x, —x}, and x is a locally uniformly rotund point ofBXo, where Xo

denotes the space X with the norm \\ • \\0.

PROOF. It is an easy exercise to see that (ii) implies (i). Assume that (i) holds.
Let / € Sx> be the functional that characterizes x as a strongly exposed point of Bx.
Consider the equivalent norm on X given by (1). We know that Bx c Bx0 C V2BX

and Sx0 H Sx = [x, —x}. We show that x is a locally uniformly rotund point of Bx0.
Let (*„)„<=* be a sequence in SXo such that the sequence

xn+x
O/ne

converges to 1. We assume, without loss of generality, that there exist a and fi in K
such that (||;tJ|)n£N converges to a and (f(xn))n€f4 converges to fi. For every n e N,
since IIJCIIO = 1, we have that HJCJ2 + | / ( x n ) | 2 = 2 and | | x j | + \f(xn)\ < 2. On the
other hand, for every n € N, we have

xn+x
o V2l

1

xn+x f V 2 )

2V2
1

2V21

+ 2(11̂ 11 + I/COD = ^y/2 + IK|| + \f{xn)\ < 1.

Therefore,

1
~2

We deduce that a — |/J| = 1. Suppose that fi = — 1. Then ((—/)(*„))„<=* converges
to 1, therefore (xn)n€H \\ • ||-converges to —x. Then, for every n e H, we have

\\xn +x\\0 = J\\xn+x\\2 + \f(xn+x)f.

Therefore, (\\xn + x\\0)n€N converges to 0. We have a contradiction, because (||(jcn +
*)/2||o)n€N converges to 1. We deduce that a = fi = 1. Then, (/(Jcn))neN converges
to 1, therefore (jcn)n€N II • ||-converges to x. Then, for every n € N, we have

Therefore, (xn)neH || • ||0-converges t o* . D
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